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Abstract

Prior scholarship has established that controlling space is central to policing, while highlight-
ing various ways in which this form of social control can be racialized. Extending this work,
we advance a theory on the racialized control of space that predicts a higher level of police
stops and lower standards of suspicion along neighborhood racial boundaries, the areaswhere
racial composition changes between adjacent neighborhoods. Our theoretical argument sheds
light on the selective enforcement of law and order in these transitional spaces, which is a
form of racialized spatial social control. Integrating data fromNewYork City’s Stop, Question,
and Frisk program from 2008 to 2012 with extensive neighborhood measures, our analyses
reveal that White neighborhoods along boundaries experienced substantially elevated levels
of police stops even after conditioning on a wide array of potential confounders. This rela-
tionship is partially mediated by elevated crime along neighborhood racial boundaries. Still,
a sizable direct effect persists, indicative of the racialized social control of spaces. Further, the
police tended to require less suspicion before deciding to conduct stops in White neighbor-
hoods along racial boundaries, but only for Black and Hispanic suspects. Implications for the
study of race and policing, law and society, and urban and racial inequality are discussed.

Keywords: ethnicity; neighborhoods; policing; race; spatial boundaries

Making sense of racial inequality in policing and the role of law in perpetuating such
disparities is a topic of great interest among academics and the wider public. Central
to the policing function is the legal authority to control who is allowed to occupy cer-
tain spaces – a practice that is deeply racialized. Law and society research elucidates
how legal instruments and policing strategies intersect to enforce spatial social con-
trol, particularly through legal mechanisms that facilitate the exclusion of individuals
from spaces (Beckett and Herbert 2009; 2010), target racializedminorities perceived as
“out of place” (Carroll andGonzalez 2014;Werthman and Piliavin 1967), and contribute
to the intensive surveillance of racially segregated neighborhoods (Fagan et al. 2010).
Additionally, this scholarship examines the various ways in which spatial divisions
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such as jurisdictional lines and injunctions are constructed and policed (Gordon 2022;
Muñiz 2015). Scholarship on the policing of space has long invoked the concept of
neighborhood boundaries or borders to describe the policing of large, adjacent areas
(Meehan and Ponder 2002); the policing of out-of-place Black individuals in White
neighborhoods (Bell 2020;Werthman and Piliavin 1967, 78); and related processes (e.g.,
Desmond and Valdez 2013; Faber and Kalbfeld 2019; Irwin 1985). Building on this work,
we advance a theoreticalmodel that focuses on policing in the actual spaces that divide
differently raced neighborhoods, that is, in the areas in which one neighborhood tran-
sitions to the next. Our theory leads us to predict higher levels of police stops and lower
standards of suspicion at these neighborhood racial boundaries, independent of crime
rates. Thus, we investigate: how do neighborhood racial boundaries influence police
stopping patterns? To answer this research question, we combine extensive measures
on New York City’s neighborhoods and their boundaries with data on stops from the
height of the New York City Police Department’s (NYPD) program of Stop, Question,
and Frisk (SQF) from 2008 to 2012. We define neighborhood racial boundaries as geo-
graphic areas where racial composition changes between adjacent neighborhoods and
focus on the boundaries between White and Black or Hispanic neighborhoods. We
operationalize neighborhoods as Census block groups so that we may detect these
boundaries at fine spatial resolutions.

Results indicate that police stops are more common along boundaries between
White and Black or Hispanic neighborhoods, increasing monotonically such that the
sharpest boundaries have thehighest stop counts. This effect persists on theWhite side
of neighborhood racial boundaries after conditioning on a wide set of potential con-
founders, indicating that stops are higher because these neighborhoods border Black
or Hispanic areas. While this relationship is partially mediated by crime, stop levels
are higher along these boundaries even after accounting for crime. In additional anal-
ysis, we break down these results across racial groups by focusing on the standards of
suspicion that police typically require before deciding to make stops – as estimated
with hit rates. The findings show that the standards of suspicion are lower along
the White side of neighborhood racial boundaries, but only for Black and Hispanic
individuals.

Our research contributes to law and society scholarship on how legal authority is
exerted by the police, and against whom (e.g., Beckett and Herbert 2009; Bell 2020;
Gordon 2022; Muñiz 2015), by illustrating the influence of neighborhood racial bound-
aries. The proximity to these boundaries is significant in influencing the application
of social control, not merely the presence within segregated spaces. Further, these
findings suggest a way in which legal authority influences societal interactions and
reinforces racial stratification.

Expanding upon existing research, our study underscores how formal mechanisms
of social control operate in conjunction with, and at times extend beyond, the dynam-
ics of conflict and informal social regulation traditionally examined in urban sociology
and studies of racial and ethnic stratification. This observation resonates withMuñiz’s
(2014; 2015) study on gang injunctions, which illustrates how the state and citizens col-
laboratively produce enforcement regimes that restrict themovement and behavior of
Black youth. These insights provide empirical grounding for theoretical debateswithin
the law and society field about the roles of legal institutions and agents in shaping
racialized experiences in urban landscapes. Through this lens, our findings engage
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with critical questions about how law materializes in everyday spatial practices and
its implications for social equity and justice.

Prior work on race and space in policing

A rich research tradition on how the police exercise social control in society has estab-
lished that creating and maintaining spatial divisions as to who can access different
spaces andunderwhat conditions is central to policing as an institution (Herbert 1997).
Importantly, the police’s control of space can be racialized. Scholars have documented
multiple, overlapping ways in which race and space can combine to influence patterns
of policing (e.g., Holmes 2000; Holmes and Smith 2008; Muñiz 2014; 2015; Smith 1986;
Worden 1996).

For one, segregated neighborhoods themselves may be subject to elevated social
control (Bell 2020). For example, racial threat theory is a descendent of canonical soci-
ological theories of intergroup conflict (Blalock 1967; Blumer 1958), andmaintains that
the police are used to control populations that pose a threat to the dominant racial
order. Supporting this, minority residential composition is often found to be positively
related to enforcement levels (Fagan et al. 2010; Ferrandino 2015; Geller and Fagan
2010; Kane et al. 2013; Lautenschlager and Omori 2019; Levchak 2017; Morrow et al.
2018; Zhao et al. 2019).

Desmond and Valdez (2013) argue that non-Black residents are most likely to
call the police on Black residents in racially mixed neighborhoods because of their
proximity to this group, of which they are often fearful. Also, recent research
has found that gentrifying neighborhoods may experience elevated policing levels
(Beck 2020; Lanfear et al. 2018), something which has been connected to the racial
dynamics of gentrifiers exerting and demanding control in areas into which they
expand.

The “out-of-place” hypothesis focuses on how the police use environmental cues
as to who belongs and who doesn’t to form suspicion. It maintains that the police view
and treat people as particularly suspicious when their race does not match the racial
characteristics of the areas they are encountered, especially Black and Hispanic indi-
viduals in White neighborhoods (Bell 2020; Carroll and Gonzalez 2014; Gelman et al.
2007; Meehan and Ponder 2002; Werthman and Piliavin 1967). Relatedly, Beckett and
Herbert (2009; 2010) describe the growing use of techniques used to legally exclude
people from spaces – what they call banishment – such as trespass enforcement
and park exclusion orders, which appear to be particularly targeted at marginal-
ized populations such as homeless people, who are disproportionately racialized
minorities.

At a larger spatial scale, several studies show differences in policing between large
sections of cities or jurisdictions that border each other. Meehan and Ponder (2002)
document substantial racial profiling in a White suburban area located adjacent to
a mainly Black community and describe this pattern as police enforcement of racial
segregation. Epp and colleagues (2014) similarly describe police-enforced “segrega-
tion of neighborhoods” and document elevated stops of minorities in wealthy White
areas adjacent to the downtown core. Focusing on a marginalized Black commu-
nity in a predominantly White suburb, Boyles (2015) examines similar processes in
an suburban setting and explores how racial profiling and discriminatory policing
practices shape the interactions between law enforcement and suburban residents.
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Gordon (2020; 2022) shows how a redistricting of police service areas mapped onto
segregation boundaries, which is turn allowed for diverging policing styles to emerge
in differently raced areas. Finally, through a detailed analysis of archive documents
and qualitative interviews, Muñiz (2014; 2015) shows how the implementation of a
gang injunction in Los Angeles was influenced by changing neighborhood demograph-
ics that threatened race and class boundaries. The injunction, in turn, restricted the
movement and behavior of Black youth and young adults who were perceived as
threatening for racial and class boundaries.

Clearly, there are many ways through which race and space can combine to impact
patterns of policing and the application of the law. It is common in these studies for
scholars to describe these processes as involving the policing of neighborhood racial
boundaries or borders (Boyles 2015; Desmond and Valdez 2013; Epp et al. 2014; Faber
and Kalbfeld 2019; Irwin 1985; Meehan and Ponder 2002; Muñiz 2015). Notably, except
forMuñiz (2014; 2015), what these studies call boundary policing pertains to processes
that may play out far away from the actual neighborhood racial boundaries. For exam-
ple, Meehan and Ponder (2002) invoke the policing of borders but empirically focus
on large, adjacent areas. Similarly, when Bell (2020) describes the patrolling of bor-
ders andWerthman and Piliavin (1967, 78) commented that “the police are… stringent
about preventing boys from crossing boundaries of a higher status or a different color,”
both are describing out-of-place policing of Black individuals inWhite neighborhoods.
These are all, in a sense, instances of the policing of boundaries. Our focus on neigh-
borhood racial boundaries, however, is distinct. Building on this research tradition,
we argue that the policing of spaces that divide differently raced neighborhoods is
another way in which racialized social control is exerted.

Theories on the policing of neighborhood racial boundaries

We theorize that policing differs not just across large bordering areas but also along
the very boundaries in which differently raced neighborhoods transition into each
other. In addition to policing theories, especially racial threat and the out-of-place
hypothesis, our argument is informed by non-policing scholarship on community
conflict and informal social control. One is defended neighborhoods theory, which
highlights the importance of out-group shares and out-group in-migration but focuses
on informal social control, maintaining that residents of neighborhoods will behave
defensively given an influx of minority members, in an attempt to preserve their
way of life (Suttles 1972). Suttles’ (1972) ethnographic study of White urban neigh-
borhoods showcases that residents share a sense of community identity that is partly
based on the exclusion of minority groups. Though not developed as a policing the-
ory, using the police against these racialized minorities is likely a form of defensive
behavior.

Other, more recent scholarship on neighborhood racial boundaries focuses on
informal social control and highlights the importance of citizen-initiated complaints.
Legewie and Schaeffer (2016) demonstrate that neighborhood social conflict is espe-
cially high at contested boundaries, that is, areas where there is a gradual spatial
transition between neighborhoods of differing racial compositions. They theorize that
contested boundaries produce ethnoracial tensions through a combination of group
threat, defended neighborhoods and ambiguities about social rank, which increase
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the number of complaints about neighbors initiated through the non-emergency
hotline 311. Earlier research focused on racial uprisings during the early twentieth
century also highlights the importance of conflict around neighborhood racial bound-
aries (Bergesen and Herman 1998; Grimshaw 1960), though the focus was not on the
implications of such boundaries for policing.

White residents of neighborhoods that are immediately exposed to a large commu-
nity of racialized minorities may feel especially threatened by minority members in
their own community, and may act more defensively as a result, compared to those
in areas surrounded by other White neighborhoods. In this context, proximate and
highly concentrated minority groups may be harder to ignore and easier to construct
as part of a larger pattern of threatening “Others” on one’s proverbial doorstep. The
work of Legewie and Schaeffer (2016) and Suttles (1972) in particular suggest that
citizen-initiated complaints are a bottom-up process through which policing may
be particularly aggressive along neighborhood racial boundaries. By responding to
citizen-initiated complaints and neighborhood conflict more broadly, policing pat-
terns may follow demands of White communities along boundaries. Alternatively,
boundariesmay be policedmore aggressively due to top-down processes such as racial
threat, in which amajor function of policing – as a coercive arm of the state – is to pro-
tect the dominant racial order, or through officers using their discretionary powers
and contextual cues to form suspicion. This combination of state and citizens-initiated
processes resonates with Muñiz’s work (2014; 2015) on gang injunctions in California.
Based on a detailed analysis of archive documents and qualitative interviews, she out-
lines the process by which gang injunctions in Los Angeles restrict the movement
and behavior of Black youth and young adults who are perceived as threatening for
racial and class boundaries and separation. This work highlights how state and citizen
actions may coalesce to enforce racial neighborhood boundaries in response to fears
of Black men.

Racial threat theory and the out-of-place hypothesis are particularly relevant for
the policing of neighborhood racial boundaries, even though this is not how prior
research has used these ideas. Insofar as policing reflects a response to racial threat or,
relatedly, a segregationmaintenance function, policingmay be particularly aggressive
at the spaces where racial boundaries can or do shift, since it is there that segrega-
tionmost stands to unravel. As for the out-of-place hypothesis, even though racialized
minorities likely seem less out of place in areas abutting where they tend to reside, it
is at such places where the salience of race may be most elevated if there is ambigu-
ity or insecurity over just whose place it is. Importantly, the out-of-place hypothesis,
and also defended neighborhoods theory, leads us to expect that it is the White side of
neighborhood racial boundaries where enforcement is likely most elevated, especially
against Black and Hispanic suspects.

These varying theoretical processes highlight that policing may be elevated at
neighborhood racial boundaries due to group threat and conflict, suspicion, fear,
defensiveness and territoriality on the part of these several actors and organizations.
Given these processes, we hypothesize that the White side of neighborhood racial
boundaries are subject to elevated levels of racialized social control, particularly a
higher number of police stops and a lower standard of suspicion for stops of minority
individuals.
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Figure 1. Contrasting approaches in the study of race, space and policing.

Neighborhood racial boundaries versus other forms of spatial interdependence

A growing literature on spatial interdependence examines whether an outcome of
interest is affected by the characteristics of nearby areas. Some such policing-focused
studies exist (Beck 2020; Ingram 2007; Laniyonu 2018; Lautenschlager and Omori 2019),
andmany studies examine related processes such as crime (e.g., Mears and Bhati 2006;
Messner et al. 1999). Typically, this work focuses on the average value of some variable
across adjacent areas.Whilewe share a concernwith spatial interdependence, our the-
oretical perspective implies that neighborhood racial boundary processes are distinct
from the average influence of all adjacent areas. Figure 1 illustrates this distinction
and highlights how a focus on neighborhood racial boundaries differs fromwork based
solely on neighborhoods’ own racial context or on spatial interdependence.

Crime at neighborhood racial boundaries as an alternative explanation

Though we focus on racialized social control, crime is an alternative explanation that
might account for higher levels of policing at neighborhood racial boundaries. Several
studies have shown that crime is elevated along these boundaries (Dean et al. 2019; Kim
and Hipp 2021; Legewie 2018). Because neighborhood racial boundaries likely demar-
cate different communities, made up of different racial groups, they may be areas
of particularly low levels of social ties, cohesion or cooperation (Kim and Hipp 2021;
Legewie 2018). Following from social disorganization theory and the concept of collec-
tive efficacy (Sampson et al. 1997), such areas are likely to have lower levels of informal
social control.While ethnic heterogeneitywithin neighborhoods has long been seen as
a key influence on social disorganization (Sampson and Byron Groves 1989; Shaw and
McKay 1942), the boundaries that divide ethnically homogenous neighborhoods likely
similarly face elevated levels of disorganization. Elevated levels of crime at neigh-
borhood racial boundaries could lead to increased policing, which might account for
higher levels of policing at neighborhood racial boundaries. However, we hypothesize
that policing is higher at neighborhood racial boundaries even conditional on crime
rates.
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Methods

Data

Our analysis draws on neighborhood data from various sources. First, we use data from
the NYPD’s SQF program to measure police stops from 2008 to 2012. The years 2008 to
2012 are the focus of this article because this period was the height of the SQF pro-
gram and when stops were most reliably reported. Second, we use the 2000 and 2010
Censuses and the 2008–2012AmericanCommunity Survey (ACS) block-group level esti-
mates for information on neighborhood socioeconomic and demographic features.
Third, we use data from the Census Bureau’s 2010 TIGER/Line shapefiles, the NewYork
City Department of City Planning and the New York City Housing Authority for infor-
mation on physical features, land use and the built environment. Fourth, we use NYPD
crime complaint data from 2008 to 2012 to measure crime. Official crime data are par-
ticularly useful when studying police behavior given that the police cannot respond
to crime they don’t know happened.

We operationalize neighborhoods as census block groups. While block groups
are smaller than alternative, more conventional definitions of neighborhoods (e.g.,
Greenwich Village is made up of over a dozen block groups), this is preferable given
the focus on neighborhood racial boundaries. Block groups allow for precise measure-
ment of where racial composition changes and align most closely with the theoretical
aims of this study.

Of the 6,334 block groups in New York City, our analysis includes 4,604 (72.7%). We
exclude block groups if they had a population of less than 100 (131 block groups, which
aremostly large parks) or if therewasmissing data (18 block groups).Missing data indi-
cate that these block groups are not conventional neighborhoods but rather places like
Rikers Island Jail and JFK Airport. In addition, we exclude a block group that is mostly
a prison barge and another that is an island. For reasons explained below, we exclude
the bottomquartile of the remaining block groups on ameasure of combinedHispanic,
Black and White populations (i.e., block groups where these groups make up less than
81% of residents). These excluded neighborhoods are overwhelmingly inhabited by
Asian residents. Results are similar, and lead to the same conclusions, when including
these neighborhoods. Finally, 33 neighborhoods are excluded because they bordered
none of the remaining neighborhoods.

Variables

Outcome
The outcomevariable in thefirst twoparts of our analyses is the total number of pedes-
trian police stops that occurred during the period of study in each neighborhood. The
third part of our analysis focuses on the rate at which stops uncovered evidence of
wrongdoing. These “hit rates” are a way of understanding how the typical standards
of suspicion applied by police vary by features such as suspect race and place. To assist
with clarity, we discuss details about this outcome and additional control variables
used for the hit rate analysis just before those results are presented.

Racial composition and boundaries
Our analyses focus on the proportion of residents who are Black and/or Hispanic as
the keymeasure of racial composition and to construct neighborhood racial boundaries.
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We focus on neighborhood boundaries between White and Black/Hispanic areas for
several reasons. First, Black and Hispanic individuals were the focus of SQF, constitut-
ing 85% of all stops. Relatedly, Black/Hispanic neighborhoods experience particularly
high levels of aggressive policing (Fagan et al. 2010). Second, our theoretical argument
suggests that policing is higher at neighborhood racial boundaries where White resi-
dents are exposed to aproximateminority community that is perceived as threatening.
Black and Hispanic residents are both stereotyped as threatening and crime-prone
(Devine and Elliot 1995; Quillian andPager 2001; Sampson andRaudenbush 2004;Welch
et al. 2011), meaning that our theoretical argument analogously applies to both.1

Third, combining Black and/or Hispanic neighborhoods increases statistical power.
In supplementary analyses we separately model Black–White and Hispanic–White
boundaries; doing so leaves all major conclusions intact.2 Finally, White–Asian,
Black–Hispanic and other types of boundaries are uncommon in New York City, with a
very limited range of values, making it impossible to reliably conduct the analyses pre-
sented here. Our theoretical and empirical focus is notmeant to diminish the potential
importance of other types of boundaries, particularly in other settings.

We define neighborhood racial boundaries as the areas alongwhich racial composition
transitions fromWhite to Black and/or Hispanic. This conceptualization of boundaries
as zones of transition reflects that policing ismore likely responsive to social processes
in such areas as opposed to on sharp lines that cut between neighborhoods, which are
unlikely to be consistently perceived in the same place and may not even exist. We
measure neighborhood racial boundaries using areal wombling (Legewie 2018; Logan
et al. 2011; SpielmanandLogan 2013),whichprovides a direct operationalizationof this
concept. With areal wombling, boundary values are defined as the difference between
some response variable for adjacent areas, in this case neighborhoods. Formally, this
method defines an adjacency matrix A where aij= 1 if i and j are adjacent, and 0 if
not. Each pair of adjacent areas has a boundary value calculated as Dij = |Yi − Yj|,
whereY is the response variable, in this case the proportion of residents who are Black
and/or Hispanic. Higher values indicate larger differences in the racial composition of
adjacent neighborhoods, which is to say sharper boundaries. At the other extreme,
a value of 0 indicates no difference in racial composition between bordering areas.
Because neighborhoods can bordermultiple other neighborhoods, we define the racial
boundary of a given neighborhood as the maximum boundary value with any other
neighborhood.

Control variables
We measure six sets of control variables, tapping into various types of differences
that could exist along neighborhood racial boundaries. First, we use three measures of
neighborhood demographics. These include residential population, which is important
to measure if police conduct more stops in places where there are more people, and
the extent to which neighborhoods are made up of youth andmales, as police generally
target younger and male individuals when making proactive police stops.

Second, five variablesmeasure the social structure of neighborhoods. These include
average household size, vacancy rates, homeownership rates, residential mobility and popu-
lation change from 2000 to 2010. Together, these variables are indicative of the extent
and nature of social organization, cohesion and informal social control, which could
influence the extent to which the police step in to handle problems that arise.
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Third, we measure concentrated disadvantage, as policingmay bemore aggressive in dis-
advantagedneighborhoods (Fagan andDavies 2000). Thefirst component of a principal
component analysis that combined the proportion of households that were female
headed, using Supplemental Security Income, the proportion of adults with less than a
high school education, that with at least a college degree, the unemployment rate, the
family poverty rate andmedian household income is used as our index of concentrated
disadvantage.

Fourth, we use 11 indicators of the built environment and land use. A measure
of land area adjusts for the fact that bigger areas could have more stops solely due
to their size, whereas a measure of typical building height captures whether policing
differs in areas that are literally more built up, as such areas could create more or dif-
ferent demands on police services. Three measures are used for the extent to which
areas are zoned for commercial, light manufacturing and medium/heavy manufacturing,
and a further five variables indicate the fraction of each neighborhood’s area taken
up by educational uses, cemeteries, parks and recreational spaces, public housing develop-
ments and commercial overlays (typically, lots in residentially zoned areas that allow
for street-front commercial uses). Finally, a variable ofmixed land use is defined using a
Herfindahl–Hirschman Index, to capture the extent towhichneighborhoods aremixed
in their use of residential, commercial, manufacturing, park or other uses as opposed
to dominated by one or a few categories. It is important to measure differences in land
use as they are plausible along neighborhood racial boundaries and police may deploy
different types and numbers of officers with different priorities depending on how
areas are used. For example, the NYPD has dedicated public housing units and a major
component of SQF was “vertical sweeps” of NYCHA developments, which produced
large numbers of stops, often for trespassing (Carlis 2009).

Fifth, and closely related,we use threemeasures of physical boundaries. Thesemea-
sures include indicator variable that capture whether neighborhoods abut a railroad, a
river or stream or a major road (a highway or main artery). Social boundaries may over-
lap with physical boundaries (Kramer 2017), and it could be the latter that influences
policing rather than the former (Kim and Hipp 2021; Legewie 2018).

Sixth, we measure a neighborhoods’ racial diversity based on the
Herfindahl–Hirschman Index. This measure indicates the extent to which neighbor-
hoods’ residents are a mix of White, Black, Hispanic, Asian or other races as opposed
to dominated by one or a few of these groups.

Supplementary analyses extend our model with a spatial lag for the share
of Black/Hispanic residents. This allows us to examine the role of neighbor-
hood racial boundaries above and beyond spatial lags, a common measure of
spatial interdependence. However, the analysis should be interpreted with cau-
tion because of high collinearity between the spatial lag and the share of
Black/Hispanic residents. The spatial lag L for each neighborhood i is defined as

Li = ∑J
j=1 Wij * Racial Compositionj. W is a weights matrix based on the inverse

distance between each neighborhood i and the set of block groups J within 4 km, and
therefore describes the spatial relationship between neighborhoods. As such, the spa-
tial lag measures the racial composition of areas surrounding the focal block group,
weighted such that closer neighborhoods carry greater influence.
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Crime
We measure neighborhood crime as the number of violent felonies the number of prop-
erty felonies and the number of shootings. Shootings are measured separately given the
centrality of gun crime inmotivating SQF (Bellin 2014) even though they partly overlap
with violent felonies. We use the number of these crimes rather than their population-
adjusted rates because police generally do not engage in such benchmarking when
responding to crimes. Thus, insofar as crime impacts policing, we would expect it to
be the absolute levels to which they are most sensitive.

Analytic strategy and models

Our analysis proceeds in three steps. First, we examine the relationship betweenneigh-
borhood racial boundaries and police stops, including how this association varies by
racial composition, using generalized linear models (GLMs). Specifically, we use neg-
ative binomial models given that the outcome is a count variable and due to the
presence of overdispersion. The models take the general form:

Stopsi ∼ NegBin (𝜆i, 𝛼) , (1)

𝜆i = exp(𝛽0 + 𝛽1Racial Boundaryi + 𝛽2Racial Compositioni+
𝛽3Racial Boundaryi * Racial Compositioni + 𝜋 ⋅ Xi),

where NegBin is the negative binomial stochastic component, with overdispersion
parameter 𝛼. The mean 𝜆 for each neighborhood i is modeled with a link function, an
intercept, the interaction of its racial boundary and racial composition values, as well
as X, a vector of covariates that corresponds to 𝜋, a vector of coefficients. The interac-
tion term between racial boundaries and composition allows us to examine on which
side of a boundary policing is more pronounced. We first use a descriptive version
of this approach (Model 1) in which there are no covariates beyond racial boundaries
and composition.We thenmove to a conditional version (Model 2) that includes awide
array of covariates to examine the extent to which these patterns are confounded by
other processes. The appendix presents additional specifications of this model with
census tract fixed effects and a spatial lag to verify that our conclusions do not reflect
previously unmodeled spatial or place-based processes.

Second, we use mediation analyses to determine the extent to which the effect
of boundaries on stops is explained by neighborhood crime patterns, as opposed to
direct effects not explained by crime. Finally, we conduct a hit rate analysis to exam-
ine how the typical standards of suspicion required before making a stop varies by
the intersection of suspect race, neighborhood racial composition and neighborhood
racial boundaries. The hit rate analysis complements the earlier analyses by testing
the same major hypotheses with a distinct empirical approach, while extending them
by incorporating the theoretically salient role of suspects’ race in relation to boundary
processes. For clarity, the details of the mediation and hit rate analyses are presented
in their respective results section. In every model, we use robust standard errors clus-
tered at the tract level to account for potential dependence in the error terms that
could arise between neighboring block groups.
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Figure 2. The relationship between racial boundaries and number of stops by neighborhood racial composition.

Results

The relationship between stop numbers and neighborhood racial boundaries

We begin by examining the descriptive association between neighborhood racial
boundaries and police stops. Model 1 is a GLM that interacts neighborhood racial
boundary values with racial composition, with no additional covariates. By letting
the relationship between boundaries and stops vary by neighborhood racial com-
position, the interaction term reveals on which side of boundaries policing is more
pronounced. The solid red lines in Figure 2 visualize the results and tabular regres-
sion output is found in Table 2. There is a positive relationship between neighborhood
racial boundary values, the extent towhich neighborhoods are Black/Hispanic and the
expected number of police stops. The different panels in Figure 2 are estimates of the
boundary effects at specific values of Black/Hispanic composition: the minimum (0%),
midpoint (50%) and maximum (100%) observed values, corresponding respectively to
White neighborhoods, racially mixed neighborhoods and Black/Hispanic neighbor-
hoods. The solid red lines of Figure 2 make two patterns apparent. First, at any value
of racial composition – which is to say, in each panel – the expected number of stops
increase with higher boundary values. Second, at any boundary value, neighborhoods
with more Black/Hispanic residents experience more stops, as is made particularly
clear when looking at the y-axes across the panels.3

Predominantly White neighborhoods without Black/Hispanic boundaries experi-
enced on average of 119 police stops between 2008 and 2012. However, a neighborhood
with the same racial composition along a sharp boundary experienced an aver-
age of 256 police stops. In contrast, a neighborhood whose residents are entirely
Black/Hispanic surrounded by similar neighborhoods could expect 761 police stops,
whereas a neighborhood with the same racial composition at a sharp boundary could
expect 1,962 police stops. These findings reveal that, descriptively, stop levels tend
to be higher along boundaries between White and Black or Hispanic neighborhoods.
This relationship is largely linear without evidence supporting the idea that contested
boundaries have the highest level of police stops as suggested by the contested bound-
aries hypothesis, a finding that is not an artifact of functional form assumptions.
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However, contested boundaries still experience an elevated level of police stops com-
pared to non-boundaries.

Model 2 adds in six sets of covariates to assess whether the results reported in
Model 1 are confounded (see Table 1 for a list of variables in the model). The coeffi-
cients for the covariates of interest are presented in Table 2 (Table A1 presents the
full regression table). The positive main effect of neighborhood racial boundaries and
racial composition persist after the addition of controls. Notably, however, Model 2
has a large, negative interaction term. To help with the interpretation of this com-
plex relationship, Figure 2 visualizes predicted values from Model 2 as dotted blue
lines. Each curve shows the expected stop count across the range of boundary values
for neighborhoods of a given racial composition. Control values are held at observed
levels and the resulting estimates from these predictions are averaged (Hanmer and
Kalkan 2013).

Comparing the solid red lines of Model 1 to the dotted blue lines of Model 2 in
Figure 2 yields threemain findings. First, the boundary effect inWhite neighborhoods
persists with the addition of controls. In fact, the positive effect of neighborhood
racial boundaries on police stops is even stronger than in the unconditional Model
1 estimates. White neighborhoods without boundaries can expect 144 stops compared
to 399 stops in White neighborhoods that border Black/Hispanic areas, a substantial
effect size. Supplementary analyses presented in Figure A1 confirm this pattern for
White–Black and White–Hispanic neighborhood boundaries. The number of expected
police stops increased substantially inWhite areas that border both Black andHispanic
areas. Second, in racially mixed neighborhoods – plotted up to boundary values of 0.5
to avoid extrapolation because they cannot have sharp boundaries – adding controls
substantially attenuates but does not fully remove the positive relationship between
neighborhood racial boundaries and stop levels.

Finally, the boundary effect weakens in Black/Hispanic neighborhoods with a
potential small, negative relationship that indicates fewer stops at sharp bound-
aries.4 Indeed, the negative value of the interaction (−1.344) is larger in absolute
terms than the positive effect of neighborhood racial boundaries (1.078). This pat-
tern might indicate that racial boundaries have a negative association with stops in
neighborhoods with the highest proportion of Black/Hispanic residents. However,
this negative relationship between boundaries and police stops in minority neighbor-
hoods is small, statistically insignificant and does not hold up in alternative model
specifications.

These supplementary analyses are presented in Table A2. Model 3 includes Census
tract fixed effects so that the analysis focuses on variation across block groups, within
census tracts in New York City. Model 4 further adds a spatial lag for the proportion
of Black/Hispanic residents in surrounding areas to the model. The results confirm a
large and positive effect of neighborhood racial boundaries on police stops in White
neighborhoods. As indicated by the negative interaction term, the size of this bound-
ary effect decreases as the share of Black/Hispanic residents in an area increases. In
contrast to the results from Model 2, however, this model does not indicate a nega-
tive relationship betweenneighborhood racial boundaries and police stops inminority
areas.
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Table 1. Description of variables used in analyses

Variable Description Data source

Stops Outcome.The number of pedestrian stops
from 2008 to 2012.

NYPD

Racial Boundary Focal IndependentVariable. Sharpness
of transition to/from Black/Hispanic
neighborhood (higher = sharper boundary).

Census 2010

Proportion
Black/Hispanic

Proportion of residents who are Black and/or
Hispanic.

Census 2010

Racial diversity HHI using the proportion of population that
is NH Black, NHWhite, NHAsian, NH other,
and Hispanic.

Census 2010

Population Residential population. Census 2010

Population
change

Change in residential population from 2000 to
2010.

Census 2000, 2010

Proportion male Proportion of population that is male. Census 2010

Proportion
young

Proportion of population that is less than 18. Census 2010

Household size Average household size. Census 2010

Vacancy rate Proportion of housing units that are vacant. Census 2010

Proportion
owner occupied

Proportion of housing units that are owner
occupied.

Census 2010

Residential
stability

Proportion of households living in same house
as 1 year prior.

ACS

Concentrated
disadvantage

Index created using: proportion of households
that were female headed; using SSI (welfare);
proportion adults with <HS education;
that with at least college degree; unemploy-
ment rate; family poverty rate; and median
household income.

ACS, Census 2010

Building height Average height of buildings, measured in
floors.

DCP

Commercial
zone

Proportion of area that is zoned for
commercial use.

DCP

Light
manufacturing
zone

Proportion of area that is zoned for light
manufacturing.

DCP

Medium/heavy
manufacturing
zone

Proportion of area that is zoned for medium
or heavy manufacturing.

DCP

Commercial
overlay land use

Proportion of area that is residential but
allows for commercial use (usually along street
front).

DCP

(Continued)
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Table 1. (Continued.)

Variable Description Data source

Parks/recreation
land use

Proportion of area that is covered in parks or
other recreational spaces.

DCP

Cemetery land
use

Proportion of area that is covered in
cemeteries.

DCP

Education land
use

Proportion of area covered in educational
buildings.

DCP

Mixed land use HHI using the proportion of land use that is
commercial, residential, manufacturing, parks
or other.

DCP

Public housing
land use

The proportion of area taken up by NYCHA
housing developments in 2011.

NYCHA

Land area Land area in (US survey) square feet. TIGER/Line

Major road Whether a major road (highway/main artery)
abuts block group.

TIGER/Line

River Whether a stream/river abuts block group. TIGER/Line

Railroad Whether a railroad abuts block group. TIGER/Line

Shootings Number of shootings recorded by police.
Studied as a mediator, rather than as a control
in Model 2.

NYPD

Violent crime Number of felonies for homicide, robbery,
assault, and arson recorded by police. Studied
as a mediator, rather than as a control in
Model 2.

NYPD

Property crime Number of felonies for burglary, larceny, motor
vehicle theft, fraud, and forgery recorded by
police. Studied as a mediator, rather than as a
control in Model 2.

NYPD

Note: HHI: Herfindahl–Hirschman Index;ACS: 2008–2012 Block-Group Level American Community Survey; NYPD:NewYork
City Police Department; DCP: NewYork City Department of City Planning; NYCHA: NewYork City Housing Authority.All
variables are measured at block-group level.All area calculations are based on the block groups’ land area.

Alternative explanation: Crime at neighborhood racial boundaries

While our focus is on racialized social control, crime is an alternative mechanism
through which neighborhood racial boundaries could lead to the elevated policing
documented in the previous section. To examine this possibility, we use causal medi-
ation analysis and three measures of crime: the number of violent felonies, the number
of property felonies and the number of shootings. We restrict the mediation analysis
to neighborhoods with 0–44.7% of Black/Hispanic residents (the first two quintiles)
because we observe a positive relationship between boundaries and police stops only
in these types of neighborhoods. In this subset of the sample, the total effect of neigh-
borhood racial boundaries on police stops is 0.823 (p < 0.001), compared to −0.133
(p = 0.772) in the remaining neighborhoods.5 Table A3 presents the results for the
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Table 2. Negative binomial regressions of police stops on racial boundaries

Model Model
(1) (2)

Boundary value 0.822**
(0.358)

1.078***
(0.255)

Prop. Black/Hispanic 1.861***
(0.100)

1.786***
(0.086)

Prop. Black/Hispanic ×
Boundary value

0.195
(0.491)

−1.344***
(0.353)

Constant 4.773***
(0.078)

2.686***
(0.393)

Neighborhood-level
control variables

4

Observations 4,604 4,604

Log likelihood −32,177.210 −31,178.400

Note: Coefficients are expressed as changes in the log of the expected count. Cluster-robust standard errors in parentheses.
See Table 1 and text for a description of neighborhood-level control variables controls in Model 2.Table A1 shows the full
regression output for Model 2.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (two-tailed tests).

larger set of 4,604 block groups, finding substantively similar results but lower point
estimates for the total and controlled direct effects (CDE).

Causal mediation analysis allows us to assess whether the increased level of police
stops at neighborhood racial boundaries is explained by higher crime levels. Further, a
sizeable direct effect of neighborhood racial boundaries on police stops after account-
ing for crime would suggest that racialized processes of social control are an impor-
tant explanation of the observed pattern. Mediation analyses rest on strong, often
untestable assumptions. To alleviate some of these concerns, the following analysis
focuses on CDE (Acharya et al. 2016). The Online Supplement provides further details
including a discussion of the key assumptions. In addition, we present natural direct
(NDE) and natural indirect effects (NIE) for interested readers (NDE and NIE), which
involve additional assumptions about unmeasured confounders.

Table 3 presents the total, NDE, NIE and CDE of neighborhood racial boundaries on
police stops for the three mediators: violent felonies, property felonies and shootings.
The CDE remains large and significant for all three mediators (p < 0.001), indicating
that crime is not the only mechanism explaining the effect of neighborhood racial
boundaries on policing. The reduced effect size for the CDE compared to the total
effect when using violent felonies as a mediator (0.451 compared to 0.823) indicates
that violent crime is nonetheless a major mechanism explaining why neighborhood
racial boundaries face elevated stop levels. This finding is also reflected in the NDE
and NIE for violent felonies as a mediator, which suggests that 43.1% of the total
effect of neighborhood racial boundaries is explained by violent crime. The effect of
neighborhood racial boundaries on police stops is thus partially mediated by elevated
crime. However, a sizeable direct effect persists, in support of theories on the racialized
social control of spaces.6
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Table 3. Mediation analysis:Total, direct and controlled direct effect of neighborhood boundaries on police
stops

Mediator

Violent
felonies

Property
felonies Shootings

Total effect 0.823***
(0.125)

1.042***
(0.154)

1.013***
(0.161)

Natural direct effect 0.547***
(0.126)

0.841***
(0.130)

0.891***
(0.140)

Natural indirect effect 0.276***
(0.073)

0.201*
(0.098)

0.122
(0.064)

Proportion mediated 0.431***
(0.096)

0.282*
(0.112)

0.181*
(0.082)

Controlled direct effect 0.451***
(0.117)

0.863***
(0.125)

0.898***
(0.138)

Note: All models include the same control variables as Model 2 in Table 2.The number of observations is 1,841.The table
reports the pure natural direct effect and the total natural indirect effect so that the interaction between the treatment and
mediator is absorbed into the indirect effect. Standard errors are in parentheses.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001 (two-tailed tests).

Hit rate analysis

In our final analysis, we move away from modeling stop numbers to model hit rates.
Analyzing the rate atwhich stops uncovered evidence ofwrongdoing is away of under-
standing how the typical standards of suspicion applied by police vary by features such
as suspect race and place. Lower hit rates along neighborhood racial boundaries than
elsewhere, for instance, would indicate that the police typically require less suspi-
cion before deciding to stop people at those boundaries. This type of analysis offers
two distinct advantages. First, it is a different way of testing the same theoretical
propositions, one which uses modeling decisions and assumptions that differ from
our prior analyses. For example, our neighborhood-level analyses could suffer from
supply-side problems if there weremore suspicious people or more ambient street life
along neighborhood racial boundaries and our controls failed to adequately account
for such things. Yet hit rates, in contrast, do not require assumptions about the sup-
ply of potential targets (sometimes referred to as the “denominator”), including how
many people, of what races and the extent to which people were engaged in genuinely
suspicious behaviors.

Second, our earlier analyseswere limited inwhat they could reveal about the role of
suspects’ race vis-à-vis neighborhood racial boundaries and policing. Yet, drawing on
perspectives such as defended neighborhoods and out-of-place policing, we hypoth-
esize that it is specifically Black and Hispanic individuals who are implicated in the
aggressive policing of the White side of neighborhood racial boundaries. With a hit
rate analysis, this can be tested by examining how suspect race, neighborhood racial
composition and neighborhood racial boundaries combine to structure the police’s
typical standards of suspicion.

The observations in this analysis are stop incidents; the analytical dataset com-
prises the 648,262 weapon stops that occurred from 2008 to 2012 for which there
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is complete data (97% of eligible stops). The specific outcome – or hit – modeled is
whether a stop uncovered a weapon. This measure has several virtues: whether a
weapon is found depends less on officer biases thanmore discretionary outcomes such
as arrest; and it has a direct link to the stated purpose of the stop (Goel et al. 2016). Hit
rates thus offer to reveal when officers were genuinely acting on suspicions of weapon
possession (i.e., high hit rates) as opposed to when they were acting on false percep-
tions of suspicion (e.g., inaccurate stereotypes) or attempting to justify stops that had
little or nothing to do with suspicion (i.e., low hit rates).

Hit rates across race may be confounded, which makes it important to control for
pertinent differences (Neil and Winship 2019). Our hit rate analysis uses the same
neighborhood-level independent variables as Model 2. In addition, we incorporate
incident- and individual-level data as reported on the UF-250 form. This includes
suspect demographics such as race, age, height, weight and build, and stop character-
istics such as whether stops resulted from a radio run, the time period during which
stops occurred, as well as year fixed effects. Finally, we incorporate 19 binary vari-
ables that measure whether officers reported any of 10 reasons for suspicion or nine
additional stop circumstances (see Table A4 for further information on these variables).7

Together, this data allows for an examination of how hit rates vary by suspect race,
racial composition and racial context, while adjusting for potential confounders at the
incident-, individual- and neighborhood-levels. To estimate how the effect of neigh-
borhood racial boundaries varies by the side of the divide and by individual race,
our model includes three-way interaction terms between each suspect race dummy
variable, neighborhood racial composition and neighborhood racial boundaries.

The results from this model are reported in Figure 3, which reveals several impor-
tant patterns. First, the hit rates of White suspects – shown in the left panel – do not
vary meaningfully by racial context. For any racial composition and boundary val-
ues, Whites typically have hit rates of about 5%.8 Second, comparing the two panels
of Figure 3 reveals that for no combination of racial composition and boundary val-
ues do the hit rates of Black and Hispanic suspects reach 5%. Thus, for neighborhoods
with any given racial composition and boundary value, the hit rates of Whites are
higher than those of Blacks or Hispanics, meaning that White suspects are treated
preferentially in all racial contexts.

Third, Figure 3 indicates that the hit rates of Black and Hispanic suspects strongly
depend on neighborhood racial boundaries and composition. Looking at the right
panel – which shows hit rates for Black and Hispanic suspects – we see that hit rates in
Black and Hispanic neighborhoods (represented by the dotted blue line) are especially
low: between 2.7% and 3%, varyingminimally by neighborhood racial boundary value.9

In contrast, hit rates for Black and Hispanic suspects in White neighborhoods that are
not boundaries are 4.2%.While lower than the 5%hit rate ofWhites, Black andHispanic
hit rates are substantially higher in such neighborhoods compared to Black/Hispanic
neighborhoods.

The downward slope of the solid red line in the right panel of Figure 3 represents
that Black and Hispanic individuals face lower hit rates – indicative of more aggressive
policing – along the White side of neighborhood racial boundaries. The effect is so
strong that the hit rates for Black and Hispanic individuals in White areas along sharp
boundaries are the same as the hit rates in segregated, Black and Hispanic neighbor-
hoods. The standards of suspicion that police typically applied in deciding to make a
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Figure 3. The interactive effects of racial boundaries, racial composition and suspects’ race on hit rates.

stop thus vary not just by suspects’ race, and not just by neighborhood racial com-
position but also according to whether they were found along neighborhood racial
boundaries. Consistent with the racialized control of space, Black and Hispanic indi-
viduals were policed particularly aggressively along the White side of neighborhood
racial boundaries.10

Discussion

Scholars have long observed how legal instruments and policing strategies intersect to
enforce spatial social control, and have detailed several ways in which this control is
racialized in nature. This study establishes the policing of neighborhood racial bound-
aries as another, important way in which racial inequality in policing is the result of
the police’s exertion of control over space. Specifically, drawing on and extending prior
perspectives from urban sociological, law and society, and policing scholarship, this
study advanced a theoretical model that predicts policing is more aggressive along
neighborhood racial boundaries, reflecting racialized social control at these spaces.

Using data from the NYPD’s SQF program, we tested the influence of neighbor-
hood racial boundaries on policing. Results indicated that neighborhoods along racial
boundaries experienced both elevated levels of police stops and a lower standard of
suspicion even after conditioning on an array of possible confounders. Themagnitude
of the boundary effect indicates that it is substantively important. This relation-
ship only persisted on the White side of boundaries and is only partially mediated
by elevated crime levels along neighborhood racial boundaries. An analysis of hit
rates – which measures the standards of suspicion typically required before making
stops – similarly indicated that policing is more aggressive in White neighborhoods
that border Black and Hispanic areas. This analysis revealed that this pattern is
unique to Black and Hispanic suspects, consistent with our theoretical expectation
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that it would be these populations who are subject to elevated social control along
neighborhood racial boundaries.

That crime levels were found to be higher along neighborhood racial boundaries is
consistent with earlier work (Dean et al. 2019; Kim and Hipp 2021; Legewie 2018). This
study reveals a consequence of this pattern: more crime means more formal social
control along neighborhood racial boundaries. The NYPD’s SQF was both intensely
crime focused and spatial in its orientation, reflecting (and partially inspiring) larger
shifts in proactive policing strategies (Bellin 2014; National Academy of Sciences
2018). One implication is that spatial processes that impact crime should be important
determinants of police behavior, and this is indeed what we found.

Importantly, crime does not fully explain the observed boundary policing effect.
The implication is that racialized social control was also at play in structuring the
spatial distribution of police stops that resulted from the NYPD’s SQF program. Our
findings do not contradict the role of processes that result in elevated policing in
segregated, minority-dominant neighborhoods (Fagan et al. 2010; Ferrandino 2015;
Lautenschlager and Omori 2019; Levchak 2017). Indeed, we found that Black and
Hispanic neighborhoods face the highest stop levels and lowest hit rates, a sign that
police require less suspicion before making stops there. At the same time, our find-
ings highlight another dimension of racialized social control: the level of policing is
elevated and hit rates are lower in White areas bordering Black or Hispanic neigh-
borhoods. This pattern persists after accounting for crime, indicating that it does not
simply reflect the police responding to more crimes or citizen reports of crimes and
instead might be driven by some combination of top-down organizational policing
practices and citizen demands for police activity at neighborhood racial boundaries.

Consistent with a long line of law and society scholarship, our findings indicate that
to understand the behavior of law and patterns of formal social control it is necessary
to consider how policing is influenced by the socio-spatial structures of cities. Put dif-
ferently, exerting control over spaces is central to the institution of policing, and this is
racialized in nature, as police selectively impose law and order for and against specific
social groups in specific spaces. Yet, despite often invoking neighborhood boundaries,
prior work has overwhelmingly focused on the control of people in spaces that are
likely far from actual neighborhood racial boundaries, such as the surveillance or ban-
ishment of individuals in places where they are deemed not to belong (Beckett and
Herbert 2009; 2010; Carroll and Gonzalez 2014; Epp et al. 2014; Meehan and Ponder
2002), or the use of heavy-handed social control in segregated spaces (Fagan et al.
2010; Lautenschlager and Omori 2019). Our finding of more aggressive policing of
minority individuals in proximity to neighborhood racial boundaries indicates that
these boundaries are subject to racialized policing. Neighborhood racial boundaries
not only carry social meaning, but they do so in ways that are substantively impor-
tant for understanding police behavior. This represents an overlooked way in which
the police enact racialized social control of space. Prior research often claims that the
racialized social control often amounts to the enforcement of segregation (Bell 2020;
Epp et al. 2014), our findings indicate this insight extends to the very dividing lines
demarcating segregated spaces.

This study has implications that extend beyond race, policing and the functioning
of the criminal legal system in society. One involves relationship between racial and
ethnic stratification and spatial processes. Prior sociological scholarship has drawn
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attention to the fact that racial and ethnic minorities must navigate White space, and
that doing so carries implications for how they are seen and treated (Anderson 2015).
The meaning and consequences of being a particular race or ethnicity depends on the
space in which one is located. Our findings reinforce this argument, while drawing
attention to an added, crucial detail: it is not solely whether a place is White that car-
ries significance, but its location in the broader socio-spatial structure of the city. The
dividing lines between differently raced neighborhoods can and do carry significance
for what it means to exist as an individual of a given race in that space. Scholars ought
to consider the importance of neighborhood racial boundaries for broader patterns of
urban inequality and racial and ethnic stratification.

Further, prior sociological research on neighborhood racial boundaries has empha-
sized outcomes that are community or citizen driven, such as crime, conflict and the
operation of informal social control (Dean et al. 2019; Kim andHipp 2021; Legewie 2018;
Legewie and Schaeffer 2016). Our results indicate that the role of neighborhood racial
boundaries extend beyond these to impact the actions of the state. Because boundary
processes implicate patterns of formal social control, they carry wider sets of conse-
quences than has been previously acknowledged. Boundary processes may entail the
harms brought about by more aggressive policing, particularly for minority groups.
Police encounters themselvesmay be harmful, and theymay spur deeper involvement
with the criminal justice system, lower educational outcomes and detrimental health
effects. Thus, neighborhood racial boundaries not only carrymore consequences than
has been previously identified but also consequences that – because they implicate
formal social control – are of a different nature.

This study is limited to one outcome – proactive pedestrian stops – made by one
department, in a city unlike many others, over a 5-year period.11 The findings may not
generalize to other contexts.12 However, proactive policing practices similar to SQF
have become more common owing in part to the NYPD’s influence, and similar pat-
terns may extend to those. Further, despite New York’s uniqueness, there is nothing
about the theories advanced that suggests they will not apply in other contexts. Still,
even inNewYork stop patterns have since fallen immenselywhile neighborhood racial
boundaries have hardly changed – driving home that neighborhood racial boundary
effectsmaybemoderated by larger city-level processes andorganizational context.We
did notmeasure the extent to which boundary policing reflects residents’ demands for
services versus top-down policing strategies. Indeed, our work only theorizes but does
not observe the various mechanisms that might explain the relation between neigh-
borhood racial boundaries and policing. While both residents’ demands for services
and top-down policing strategies are consistent with our framework, this is a conse-
quential theoretical distinction that we could not investigate owing to a lack of 911 call
data for NewYork City.While data on 311 calls is available, they account for a relatively
small portion of police activity and are not a suitable proxy for 911 calls given their
different purposes. Thus, our results should not be taken as the final word. That the
results are so pronounced, however, serves as a call for scholars of race, policing and
the use of law in society to examine boundary processes more closely.

Supplementary material. The supplementary material for this article can be found at https://doi.
org/10.1017/lsr.2024.6.
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Notes

1. Such stereotypes are not exclusively held by Whites, and so likely impact policing even in places and
situations where everyone involved is Black or Hispanic. Yet, we have detailed several reasons that these
stereotypes are likely particularly salient along the White side of neighborhood racial boundaries.
2. For these analyses, we define boundarymeasures as the product of the Black andWhite orHispanic and
White boundary values.Whilemajor conclusions are left intact, themost notable difference is the hit rate
results for White individuals: the flat line for those stopped in Black/Hispanic areas (see Figure 3) is not
replicated. Instead, the lines trend upward for the Black–White analysis, and downward for the Hispanic-
White analysis. However, these estimates are very imprecise, likely because so few White residents are
stopped in these areas.
3. These same patterns are found when using a generalized additive model (GAM) instead of a GLM.
We specified the relationship between racial composition, racial boundaries and stops using a multidi-
mensional thin plate regression spline (Wood 2017). This allows for nonlinear functional forms for the
neighborhood racial boundaries, racial composition and their interaction. The similarity between these
models allays concerns that our main specification is inadequately flexible.
4. All three main findings are found when modeling stops of Blacks and Hispanics as the outcome
instead of all stops. This is unsurprising insofar as they make up 87.6% of all stopped individuals in the
neighborhoods studied.
5. The total effect reported here differs from the prior estimates presented in Table 2 mainly because
they allow for an interaction term between the treatment and mediator.
6. By conditioning on crime, our results may understate the role of racialized social control. This is
because much crime is reported by citizens, who may disproportionately call the police along neigh-
borhood racial boundaries due to the theoretical processes we are advancing. Our focus on felonies likely
reduces the extent to which this occurs; nonetheless, our estimates may be overly conservative.
7. Officersmay have been disingenuous when filling out these reasons, to justify their behaviors, but this
needs to be weighed again the concern that omitting such information leads to fundamentally different
stop incidents being compared. As such, we include the measures, though we might be masking some
racial bias by doing so.
8. To aid with interpretability, Figure 3 only presents results to a maximum boundary value of 0.75. Less
than 1% of stops happened at boundary values greater than this, and so the confidence intervals become
very large.
9. In amodel check,we estimatedhit rates for Black andHispanic suspects separately. Resultswere largely
unchanged, though Black hit rates tended to be slightly lower than Hispanic hit rates. Also, Hispanic hit
rates rose slightly more at higher boundary values in Black/Hispanic neighborhoods than what is seen
in Figure 3.
10. We estimated another version of this model that also accounts for crime, using the same crime mea-
sures as in the mediation analysis. Results were virtually unchanged with one exception: the hit rates of
White suspects varied by racial composition by at most 1.5 percentage points.
11. The hit rate analysis is more limited still: to stops in which weapon possession was the suspected
crime. Because of the close correspondence with our other types of analyses, we believe the insights
generalize beyond weapon stops, though this is a reasoned assumption.
12. The findings generalize to other NYPD behaviors during this period: fitting models analogous to
Model 2 but using total arrests or criminal summons as the outcomes reveals the same general pattern of
racial composition and boundary effects.
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